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Executive Summary  
Introduction 
 A landmark recent report by Forum for the Future and senior industry insiders 1 described the 

changes sweeping the UK electric power sector in terms of decarbonisation, decentralisation and 

democratisation (3Ds).  These are being driven by market forces, technology advances and the 

policy ambitions of successive UK governments.   

 This report summarises the ambition of UK policy makers to drive the changes exemplified by the 

3Ds and how these efforts have been diluted in the implementation phase, particularly in the last 

three years.  It analyses in detail how the large incumbent operators (particularly the ‘Big Six‘) 

remain the dominant stakeholders in the policy influencing process and through their close 

relationship with Ofgem and BEIS maintain close control over the critical details of regulatory 

implementation.  

 Importantly for investors, through gathering data from numerous freedom of information 

requests and other publicly available corporate communications, it assesses each of the Big Six 

and National Grid to determine patterns of behaviour relating to policy and thus provide 

indicators on each company’s preparation for 3D regulatory and market shifts. 

 

Regulatory capture 
 UK electricity experts have warned that regulatory capture leads to dysfunctional energy markets 

in times of significant technological shifts.2  This research documents a systematic process of such 

capture through influencing the public narrative on the electricity sector, targeted CEO 

messaging, dominance in official regulatory consultation processes and private meetings with 

senior policy makers - twice as many as all other electricity market actors combined since 2015.  

The electricity sector is also notable for the high degree of self-regulation, for example, through 

holding powerful positions within Ofgem panels which help write grid rules.   

                                                                 

1 Ex-CEOs of RWE, SSE and the National Grid, and former Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change Ed Davey, Minister of State for 
Energy Charles Hendry, and Director General for Energy at DTI Joan McNaughton 
2 The governance of industry rules and energy system innovation: The case of codes in Great Britain’, M. Lockwood, Catherine Mitchell, 
Richard Hogget, Caroine Kuzemko, August 2017 

https://www.forumforthefuture.org/project/wise-minds/overview
https://www.ovoenergy.com/guides/energy-guides/big-six-energy-companies.html
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0957178716301266?via%3Dihub#sec1
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 Utilising this dominance, Big Six companies have, for example, supported reductions of subsidies 

to small-scale renewable projects, opposed policymakers’ ambition on coal capacity phase out, 

lobbied for continued subsidies for centralised, fossil fuel generation through the Capacity Market 

Mechanism, and pushed through electricity code changes that severely reduce ‘embedded 

benefits’ payments available to small-scale, distributed generation.  Independent electricity 

market operators and their representatives such as Community Energy England or the Renewable 

Energy Association have seemingly struggled to successfully communicate their positions to 

government. 

 In aiming to achieve the dilution of the original ambitions of UK policy, incumbent operators 

deploy two recurring arguments: that power prices will increase; and that the ‘lights will go out’.  

An analysis of Big Six messaging explaining price rises since 2013 shows a clear trend to blame UK 

climate and environmental policy - with 100% broadly referencing environmental and social policy 

as a reason for price hikes, and 50% of these referencing low carbon policy.  

 

Investor risk 
 Investors and other stakeholders should be concerned when incumbent market actors lobby to 

maintain the status quo - and hinder the pace of regulatory reform - to support their business 

models, as historically this accumulates the risk of market share loss when policy does change, 

and innovation and new technologies facilitate radical market shifts.  A contemporary example 

occurred in Germany, where incumbents E.ON and RWE suffered up to an 80% fall in profitability 

between 2010 and 2015, a large degree of which can be attributed to the misreading of the 

speed and determination of the implementation of the country's Energiewende (Energy 

Transition) policies set out in the early 2000s.   

 This policy capture by the Big Six also potentially affects the cost of electric power to consumers 

in the long term through the stifling of innovation and market reform.  For example, a 

2016 National Infrastructure Commission report found that increased flexibility in the UK’s 

electricity grid could save consumers up to £8 billion a year by 2030.  This research finds that 

several of the Big Six have lobbied intensively for energy market and capacity market rules to 

reduce support for small, decentralized generation and storage, whilst continuing to advocate for 

increased support for large-scale, centralized assets.   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energiewende_in_Germany
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energiewende_in_Germany
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/a-smart-power-revolution-could-save-consumers-8-billion-a-year-adonis
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 A red flag for investors should also be the high-level of misalignment this report finds between 

top-level statements of companies and their actual behaviour with regards to market reform-

driven energy policy.  For example, E.ON’s UK Chief Executive, Michael Lewis, stated in 2017 that 

E.ON’s core business mirrors ‘global growth of renewables as part of the effort to tackle climate 

change’.  However, the company has been lobbying against policies that will help bring an end to 

UK coal generation by 2025 and in 2015 advocated that coal is necessary to help ‘ensure the 

lights stay on’.     

 In highly regulated sectors like utilities, assessment of corporate engagement with policy 

produces an indicator of management thinking regarding the future of the company.  Below the 

Big Six and National Grid are assessed against the initial ambition of the UK government policies 

relevant to the 3D framework and are scored accordingly.  An A grade indicates full support of the 

policy ambitions associated with each of the 3D trends while an F indicates strong opposing 

behaviour. 

 

Company Decarbonisation Decentralisation Democratisation 

Centrica (British Gas) D  D  C  

E.ON UK E- B  B  

EDF Energy D+ F D  

Npower (Innogy/RWE) D  D  B  

Scottish Power (Iberdrola) B  E E- 

SSE C+ E- D  

National Grid B  C+ B+ 

https://www.eonenergy.com/manifesto
https://www.eonenergy.com/manifesto
https://influencemap.org/score/E-ON-Q2-D3-df467d9e36f8c768d62df764988bb92e
https://influencemap.org/score/E-ON-Q2-D3-df467d9e36f8c768d62df764988bb92e
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The UK Electricity Market 
Current Structure  

The UK electricity market involves the generation, transmission, distribution and supply of electric 

power to residential, commercial and industrial users.  British Gas, EDF Energy, E.ON UK, Npower, 

Scottish Power and SSE, known collectively as the Big Six suppliers, are, along with their parent and 
subsidiary companies and the National Grid, dominant in all areas of the market apart from 

distribution.  Fourteen smaller ‘Distributed Network Operators’ (DNOs), owned by six different 

companies, operate regional distribution networks. 3  Four of these DNOs are subsidiaries of SSE and 
Scottish Power.  The National Grid takes responsibility for operating the transmission network, which 

is otherwise owned and maintained by regional transmission companies. 

Other companies make up 23% and 17% of the generation and retail markets respectively, including 
companies such as Drax and First Utility. Some market players in this category are exploring business 

models that aim to anticipate market trends and challenge current incumbents.  For example, 

companies such as Ecotricity and Good Energy have targeted renewable generation and supply. 

Company (Parent) 

Market Share Estimates  

Generation4  

Transmission 

Distribution7 Supply5  
System 

O peration 
Transmission 
Companies6  

British Gas (Centrica, UK) 8% - - - 22% 

EDF Energy (EDF, France) 24% - - - 12% 

E.ON UK (E.ON, Germany) - - - - 14% 

Npower (Innogy/RWE, Germany) 16% - - - 9% 

Scottish Power (Iberdrola) 4% - 22% 11% 11% 

SSE 7% - 30% 10% 15% 

National Grid 0% 100% 48% - - 

Others  23%7 - 0% 79% 17% 

 

                                                                 

3 The GB Electricity Distribution network, Ofgem, 2017 
4  Wholesale electricity generation market shares by company in 2016, Ofgem July 2017 (E.ON UK generation not specified in dataset) 
5 Electricity supply market shares by company: Domestic, Q1 2017, Ofgem, March 2017 
6  Data taken from Bloomberg New Energy Finance, November 2016.   
7 This includes Drax-7%, Uniper-6% and InterGen-5% 

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/electricity/distribution-networks/gb-electricity-distribution-network
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/data-portal/all-charts/policy-area/electricity-wholesale-markets
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/data-portal/electricity-supply-market-shares-company-domestic-gb
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Company (Parent) 

F uel Mix to Generate Electricity Supplied 8 

Coal % Gas % Nuc lear % Renewable% Other % 

British Gas (Centrica, UK) 2 30 34 33 1 

EDF Energy (EDF, France) 15 9 64 12 0.3 

E.ON UK (E.ON, Germany) 19 32 13 29 7 

Npower (Innogy/RWE, Germany) 16 66 1 16 1 

Scottish Power (Iberdrola, Spain) 34 36 3 26 1 

SSE 25 35 7 29 4 

UK Average 17 32 24 24 3 

 

Market Trends - the 3Ds 

In August 2017, a group of UK energy experts 9 authored a report detailing fundamental changes 

occurring in the UK energy system. These changes are outlined in the table below, summarised as the 

‘3Ds’.   They are driven primarily by the agendas of policy makers and regulators in the UK but also 
technology and market driven advances.  Whilst the UK energy experts include a separate 'D' for 

digitisation, this report covers the technological advances captured by digitisation in relation to their 

enabling impact on other 3Ds.  

Trend Description 

Decarbonisation 

The electricity generation sector is a key target of the UK government's 

commitments to reduce the country's greenhouse gas emissions, reflected in a 

variety of policy measures. This process is aided by advances and reductions in costs 

of renewable technologies. 

Decentralisation 

The clear trend towards distributed power generation, covering everything from 

wind farms down to rooftop solar.  This is accompanied by other technological 

advances, e.g. in energy storage and demand-side response, that is enabling a fully-

functional, flexible, decentralised electricity system. 

                                                                 

8 This is the fuel mix used to generate the electricity supplied annually. UK government requires companies to disclose the data to 
customers annually. Data has been collated by Electricity Info; Fuel Mix of UK Domestic Electricity Suppliers. Disclosure year 2016. 
9Ex-CEOs of RWE, SSE and the National Grid and former Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change Ed Davey  

https://www.forumforthefuture.org/project/wise-minds/overview
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/environmental-programmes/rego/energy-suppliers/fuel-mix-disclosure
http://electricityinfo.org/fuel-mix-of-uk-domestic-electricity-suppliers/
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Democratisation 

The rise of decentralised, digitised, and decarbonized power systems is enabling 

more individuals and communities to own energy assets and play an active role in 

the energy system. 

 

Regulatory and Market Risks 

A general truism of the utilities sector globally is that it is heavily driven, more so than most other 
sectors, by regulation and policy and indeed in many countries the sector remains in government 

ownership. EY‘s Power and Utilities – Top 10 risks, 2013 report notes the top five risks facing the 

sector globally are mostly related to government policy and regulation.  A more recent report from 
Forum for the Future that frames the future of the sector in terms of the 3Ds stresses that, policy and 

regulatory change aside, market and technology trends are also accelerating in the sector in the UK. 

These trends pose significant business risk to the incumbent operators and their legacy infrastructure. 

 Technology advances related to the smart grid; 

 Decreasing cost of renewable generation and storage capacity. 

 Policy shifts, particularly related to decarbonisation. 

Most electricity markets, the UK included, are characterised by a small number of large players who 

often maintain close relationships with policy makers and regulators.  This combination of factors 

often leads to capture of policy to favour the status quo of the incumbent players.  It is critical for 
investors to understand this influencing and whether the incumbents' business model relies on 

maintaining the status quo and controlling the pace of regulatory reform, as historically this 

accumulates the risk of market share loss when policy does change, and innovation and new 

technologies facilitate radical market shifts.   

An example may be seen in Germany when incumbents E.ON and RWE suffered up to an 80% fall in 

profitability between 2010 and 2015, a large degree of which can be attributed to decisions to push 
against the implementation of the ambitious Energiewende (Energy Transition) policies set out in 

Germany in the early 2000s instead of keeping pace with the change.  Clearly the two companies 

misread this ambition and their ability to control it. 

http://www.ey.com/gl/en/industries/power---utilities/turn-risk-and-opportunities-into-results--power-and-utilities---the-top-10-risks
https://www.forumforthefuture.org/project/wise-minds/overview
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energiewende_in_Germany
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The Forum for the Future report notes that ‘If the UK went the same way as Germany, then billions of 
pounds of shareholder value would be wiped out from incumbent generators and suppliers and 

thousands of jobs, often from disadvantaged communities would be lost’. 10   

It is noteworthy that, in a manner unlike Germany, UK electricity incumbents have invested heavily in 
certain types of technologies, such as large-scale renewables and storage whilst experimenting with 

options like local electricity markets.   However, investors should be concerned that the Big Six's 

lobbying against 3Ds policies is a strong indicator that they may not be ready for the energy 
transition, and their business models may be reliant on their ability to control regulation, which is not 

absolute, as evidenced by the recent price caps show.  

Incumbent capture of the policy process, further to slowing the transition, can lead to an increasingly 
dysfunctional energy system.  This policy capture also potentially affects the cost of electric power to 

consumers in the long term through the stifling of innovation and market reform.  For example, a 

2016 National Infrastructure Commission report found that increased flexibility in the UK’s electricity 

grid could save consumers up to £8 billion a year by 2030.   

The report summarises the ambition of UK policy makers to drive the changes exemplified by the 3Ds 

and how these efforts have been diluted in the implementation phase, particularly in the last three 
years.  It analyses in detail how the large incumbent operators (particularly the Big Six) remain the 

dominant stakeholders in the policy influencing process and through their close relationship with 

Ofgem and BEIS maintain close control over the critical details of regulatory implementation.  
Importantly for investors, it assesses each of the Big Six and National Grid to determine patterns of 

behaviour relating to policy and thus provide clues on each company’s preparation for 3D regulatory 

and market shifts.  

                                                                 

10 Forum for the Future, August 2017, Wise Minds - Insights from energy industry and political leaders on the rapidly changing UK energy 
system. 

https://www.forumforthefuture.org/project/wise-minds/overview
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/a-smart-power-revolution-could-save-consumers-8-billion-a-year-adonis
https://www.forumforthefuture.org/project/wise-minds/overview
https://www.forumforthefuture.org/project/wise-minds/overview
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Electricity Policy in the UK 
This section overviews the development of UK policy associated with the major trends identified by 

the 3Ds framing outlined in the previous chapter.11   

Despite an overall shift towards encouraging an increasingly decarbonized, decentralised and 
democratised electricity system, UK electricity policy has not flowed neatly in one direction.  The 

complexity and politically charged nature of electricity markets presents challenges to policy makers 

who have to juggle various policy objectives when converting political ambition into reality.   

Overview 

In 2007, the British government published an Energy White Paper that set out the UK’s policy strategy 

in response to a number of major long-term energy challenges; the need to reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions; the need to deliver energy security; and the need to ensure affordable energy prices.12 

In 2008, the UK Climate Change Act committed the British government to an 80% reduction in GHG 

emissions by 2050, which has been broken down into five-yearly carbon budgets, including 51% by 

2025 and 57% by 2030. 13  To implement these targets, policy makers have chosen to start with the UK 
electricity sector on the understanding that other sectors, including heating and transport, will 

follow.14  This has resulted in various policy measures encouraging increased renewable and low-

carbon electricity generation.   

Parallel to a desire for GHG emission reductions, the UK government has recognised that a policy 

response to the ‘major changes to the way we supply and use energy’ is required. 15  In practice, this 

means the transformation of UK electricity grid towards a ‘smart system’ that uses technology to 
better manage demand whilst incorporating larger amounts of energy storage and intermittent 

renewable generation.  Whilst related ambition has been communicated by the UK government 

previously, it has been most clearly set out during the 2017 release of the Smart Systems and 
Flexibility Plan, which recognises the increased importance of distributed energy whilst committing to 

aid penetration of demand-side response and energy storage technology to achieve a system 

transformation.16  It also covers plans to empower consumers, enable smart homes, promote 

                                                                 

11 While the term 3Ds is not explicitly used by the UK government, it presents a convenient analysis framework 
12 Meeting the Energy Challenge; A White Paper on Energy, UK HM Government, May 20017 
13 Carbon Budgets: how we monitor emissions targets, Committee on Climate Change, 2017 
14 UK Energy Policy 1980-2010, The Institution of Engineering and Technology, January 2012 
15 Smarter Grids: The Opportunity, UK Department of Energy & Climate Change, 2009 
16 Upgrading our energy system: smart systems and flexibility plan, Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy, July 2017 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/meeting-the-energy-challenge-a-white-paper-on-energy
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/meeting-the-energy-challenge-a-white-paper-on-energy
https://www.theccc.org.uk/tackling-climate-change/reducing-carbon-emissions/carbon-budgets-and-targets/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/upgrading-our-energy-system-smart-systems-and-flexibility-plan
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household battery and smart appliances, and also considers options such as peer to peer energy 

marketplace. 

The table below details key UK policy developments for the electricity market since the 2007 white 

paper.  It also identifies the major electricity sector trends they correspond to (reflecting the 3D 

framework).   

Year UK Policy Measure Relevance to the 3D Framework 

2005 & 2007 Energy Review  & Energy White Paper Decarbonisation, Decentralisation, Democratisation 

2008 Climate Change Act Decarbonisation 

2008 Energy Act 2008 Decarbonisation, Decentralisation, Democratisation 

2009 UK Low Carbon Transition Plan Decarbonisation, Decentralisation 

2013 Electricity Market Reform Decarbonisation  

2014 Community Energy Strategy Democratisation 

2017  Smart systems and flexibility plan Decentralisation, Democratisation 

 

Emerging Themes: The Rise of the ‘Prosumer’ and Community Energy  

Commentators on the electricity industry have noted a paradigm shift, with advances such as household solar 

and storage, smart meters and demand-side response technology enabling industrial, commercial, residential 

and community energy consumers to engage in electricity generation and storage. In 2015, CBI, the UK’s 

largest industry association highlighted the growing role of on-site generation for UK business and called for 

further action to support deployment.  The most recent government data show that the UK has over 900,000 

solar PV installations – up 3,000% from 2010. 

In 2014, the UK Government released its first official strategy for community energy, recognising the ‘huge 

potential’ specifically in community organised electricity generation and supply.17   Sector representative, 

Community Energy England latest state of the sector report states that there are now 222 different 

community energy groups in the UK.  In August 2017, sector leader Mongoose Energy, confirmed a deal to 

finance the largest community energy project yet in the UK, a 14.7MW solar farm near Stratford-upon-Avon. 

                                                                 

17 Community Energy Strategy, Department of Energy & Climate Change, January 2014 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-energy-challenge-energy-review-a-report
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/meeting-the-energy-challenge-a-white-paper-on-energy
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2008/27/notes/contents
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2008/32/contents
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-uk-low-carbon-transition-plan-national-strategy-for-climate-and-energy
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/energy-act
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/community-energy-strategy
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/upgrading-our-energy-system-smart-systems-and-flexibility-plan
http://www.cbi.org.uk/news/1-small-steps-big-impact-maximising-the-role-of-on-site-generation-in-meeting-our-energy-and-climate-change-challenges/
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/solar-photovoltaics-deployment
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/community-energy-strategy
https://communityenergyengland.org/pages/state-of-the-sector-report
http://mongoose.energy/who-we-are/
http://www.smartestenergy.com/info-hub/the-informer/uk-s-biggest-community-energy-deal-signed/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/community-energy-strategy
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Policy Formulation and Implementation 
How it works in theory 

This report focuses two important processes in the UK that define the policy and regulatory 

conditions under which the electricity market operates.   One of these is high-level policy formulation 

and the other is formulation and implementation of technical electricity codes18. 

 

The government department primarily responsible for formulating policy for the electricity sector is 

now the Department of Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS).  It works with elected 
politicians to formulate high-level policy on the sector.  The process typically involves the production 

of a White Paper that becomes a bill before becoming law passed by the UK Parliament.  At all stages 

in this process, stakeholders may influence the outcome through official consultation processes (see 

the next section on Corporate Influence over Policy). 

The day-to-day governance of the UK electricity system is delegated to an independent regulator, 

Ofgem.  Ofgem’s primary objective is ‘to protect the interests of existing and future electricity and gas 
consumers’. 19 However, its responsibilities include helping develop, deliver and ensure compliance to 

the UK’s environmental programmes, as specified by policy defined primarily by BEIS20. 

 

                                                                 

18  There are other significant areas of regulation that apply to the sector as a whole.  For example, the set of incentives and penalties that 
exist under the RIIO framework, a framework to control price setting for network companies. 
19 Who we are, Ofgem, 2017  
20  Delivering Government Programmes, Ofgem, 2017 

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-business-energy-and-industrial-strategy/about
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/network-regulation-riio-model
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/about-us/who-we-are
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/about-us/how-we-work/delivering-government-programmes
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In practice, Ofgem is responsible for the enforcement of a body of planning rules, network charging 
arrangements and technical standards known as codes.  These codes are needed to translate 
government policy into action. 

Codes changes are made through specified ‘modification’ processes.   This works on a principle of 

‘double delegation’ where Ofgem delegates significant powers in proposing and deciding on 

modifications to industry.  Each code has a panel and an administrator made up primarily from 
industry participants to take charge of modification process.  Modifications are generally proposed by 

the private sector, but can also be put forward by other entities with a legitimate interest.21  

The three main ways to make modifications, with the split of responsibilities between Ofgem and 
Industry, are set out in the table below.  Unless otherwise specified, ‘Industry’ here refers to members 

of the relevant technical panels and working groups responsible for each code.  In theory, these can 

be representatives from any industry, as well as third-part groups such as NGOs, although in practise 

these groups are dominated by energy company representatives.  

 

Modification 
Type2 2  

Modification Impact Proposed by 
Developed 

by 
Final decision 

made by 
Implemented by 

Fast-track  

Minor code change, non-

material impact on code 

parties 

Industry Industry Industry Industry (network 

owner)/code 

administrator 

Ordinary 

Significant code change, 

material consequences for 

code parties  

Industry Industry Ofgem Industry (network 

owner)/code 

administrator 

Significant Code 

Review 

Major policy change, 

required for Ofgem to fulfil 

official duties 

Ofgem Ofgem first 

then industry 

Ofgem Industry (network 

owner)/code 

administrator 

 

  

                                                                 

21 The governance of industry rules and energy system innovation: The case of codes in Great Britain’, M. Lockwood, Catherine Mitchell, 
Richard Hogget, Caroine Kuzemko, August 2017 
22 Source: CMA (2015c: 467). & above 

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/licences-industry-codes-and-standards/industry-codes
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0957178716301266?via%3Dihub#sec1
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How it has worked in practice 

The reality of UK electricity policy and regulatory development has not always reflected the 
government’s high-level commitments.  Within the 3D framework outlined in the previous chapter, 

the evolution of the various UK government policies in practice is detailed below. 

 

Decarbonisation 

In 2016 the UK government set more ambitious GHG reduction targets under the 5th Carbon Budget. 

Whilst there has been progress on GHG emission reductions in the power sector, for example in 
relation to switching from coal to gas, a June 2017 survey of energy professionals conducted by the 

Energy Institute, found that four-fifths of respondents believed that the UK is on track to miss its 2030 

carbon reduction targets.  The 2016 Progress Report to Parliament from the Committee on Climate 
Change noted a widening gap between Britain’s GHG targets and measures needed to implement 

them. 23 

Driving concerns are the need for stronger climate policy.  The situation has been worsened between 
2013-16 due to a number of policy decisions that have eroded support for renewable generation, 

whilst potentially embedding a legacy for traditional, fossil-fuel based generation.  A summary of 

some key decisions is given below. 

Policy and Date How the Policy Developed 

Capacity Market 

Mechanisms (2014- 

current) 

First considered as a targeted strategic reserve mechanism to encourage 

investment in energy security provision, the Capacity Market Mechanism has 

developed into a highly complex set of market-wide auctions favourable to 

subsidising fossil fuel plants continued operation.  Its design has been criticised for 

failing to encourage investment in line with UK decarbonisation targets and 

prolonging the life of increasingly uneconomic coal power plants, whilst side-lining 

alternative forms methods of achieving energy security like creating flexibility 

through demand-side response development.  

Changes to renewables 

subsidies (2015-16) 

 

The government made a number of changes to the renewable subsidy regime to 

reduce support for low-cost renewable energy options, including tariff reductions 

for renewable energy feed-in-tariffs and the closure of the Renewable Obligation 

(RO) for new solar installations under 5MW and onshore wind. 

 

                                                                 

23 Meeting Carbon Budgets – 2016 Progress Report to Parliament, Committee on Climate Change, June 2016 

https://knowledge.energyinst.org/barometer
https://www.theccc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/2016-CCC-Progress-Report.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/changes-to-renewables-subsidies
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/environmental-programmes/ro/about-ro/ro-closure
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Decentralisation  

The UK electricity system was built around centralised energy generation and a transition involves a 

decentralised system involves a fundamental shift in balance of the market.  Certain recent policy 

decisions, especially in relation to the 2013 Electricity Market Reform, have suggested a lingering 

interest in promoting larger, more centralised generation.   

However, the July 2017 release of the Smart Systems and Flexibility Plan,  which, recognising that the 

energy system is changing, confirmed the increasing importance of distributed, low-carbon 
generation and committed to promoting emerging technologies, such as electricity storage and 

demand-side response, to enable a transition to a modern, increasingly decentralised energy system. 

Despite this, energy experts have warned that the electricity code governance system is prone to bias 
towards a traditional energy system and that its inability to adapt to new developments is especially 

dysfunctional in times of significant technological change. 24  This has frustrated policy progress and 

has threatened to choke off nascent UK markets in new technologies.  Recent decisions regarding 
electricity codes appear contrary to the Smart Systems and Flexibility Plan’s vision.   The table below 

describes recent progress on the three policy areas recognised under government’s smart system’s 

plan. 

Policy and Date How the Policy Developed 

Smart Meters, Tariffs 

and Energy Codes 

(2011-current) 

The government’s target to roll out of smart meters by 2020 is under pressure of 

over running.  Market arrangements have hindered the full benefit of smart 

meters being accrued by consumers, especially residential, and there have been 

knock-on effects for the success of smart technology and service providers.  The 

time-line for the implementation of mandatory half-hour settlement for homes 

and small businesses, a crucial step towards fully enabling the Smart Markets 

Programme, was further set back in July 2017.  

Distributed Energy - 

‘embedded benefits’ in 

electricity code 

charging arrangements 

(2017) 

In June 2017, Ofgem has announced changes in electricity codes related to 

specific grid charging arrangements known as ‘embedded benefits’, radically 

reducing the ability of distributed generators to access revenue from providing 

flexibility to the grid during times of high demand.  Whilst previous arrangements 

had caused perverse results in conjunction with the capacity market –

incentivising small-scale diesel generation – the policy response appears to have 

disproportionately disadvantaged all distributed energy generation, including 

small scale renewables.  

                                                                 

24 The governance of industry rules and energy system innovation: The case of codes in Great Britain’, M. Lockwood, Catherine Mitchell, 
Richard Hogget, Caroine Kuzemko, August 2017 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/upgrading-our-energy-system-smart-systems-and-flexibility-plan
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/gas/retail-market/metering/transition-smart-meters
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/bills-and-utilities/gas-electric/smart-meter-roll-out-question-fraction-households-sign/
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/gas/retail-market/market-review-and-reform/smarter-markets-programme
http://utilityweek.co.uk/news/ofgem-resets-half-hourly-settlement-timetable/1308052#.Wc0bLNFryUk
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/embedded-benefits-impact-assessment-and-decision-industry-proposals-cmp264-and-cmp265-change-electricity-transmission-charging-arrangements-embedded-generators
https://www.r-e-a.net/news/small-scale-renewables-in-firing-line-as-95-reduction-in-embedded-benefits-proposed-by-government
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0957178716301266?via%3Dihub#sec1
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Energy storage & 

Demand side response 

(ongoing) 

 

 

As highlighted by a House of Commons Energy and Climate Change Committee 

report in 2016, electricity storage and demand-side response providers have 

faced serious barriers when competing in a system designed on premise of large, 

traditional electricity generation.  Whilst some concerns were addressed in the 

2017 Smart Systems and Flexibility Plan, change needs to be implemented 

through network arrangements, and in relation to the Capacity Market.  Recent 

suggested modifications to capacity market rules concerning the treatment of 

small-scale storage, such as batteries, appear contrary the plan’s ambitions. 

 

 
Democratisation 

The success of new (or ‘non-traditional’) electricity generation and supply business models, such as 
community energy companies, as well as ‘prosumer’ engagement in the electricity system, depends 

on their ability to take advantage of key technical advances related to decarbonisation, 

decentralisation of the electricity system.   Policy decisions to remove or reduce support for such 
technologies, such as the reduction in feed-in tariffs for small-scale renewable installations, has had 

significant effects on participation in the electricity system.  For example, The Solar Trade Association 

has recorded a drop of 81% drop in new solar installations, including a 65% drop in solar schemes for 
hospitals, factories and other large buildings and a six-year low in new home solar installations in 

2017.  

Policy decisions have also had serious, negative impact on the community energy sector.25  On top of 
Feed-in tariff changes, in 2015 HM Treasury removed community energy projects from support 

schemes that encouraged and helped secure community investment in energy generation, including 

the Social Investment Tax Relief (SITR), the Enterprise Investment Scheme (EIS) or the Seed Enterprise 
Investment Scheme (SEIS).  Following these decisions, the community energy sector reported an 80% 

drop in new project start-ups. 

 

 

 

                                                                 

25 Community and local energy: Challenges and Opportunities, IPPR, July 2016 

https://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/energy-and-climate-change-committee/news-parliament-2015/energy-revolution-report-published-16-17/
http://projects.exeter.ac.uk/igov/viewpoint-bad-news-buried-capacity-market-de-rating-factors-for-storage/
http://www.solar-trade.org.uk/sta-sounds-deployment-alarm-solar-hits-crunch-point/
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-4413468/Solar-panels-sales-slump-80-Tory-cuts.html
https://www.uk.coop/newsroom/new-data-reveals-80-cent-drop-community-owned-energy-following-government-u-turns
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How policy might change in the future 

The next few months will see several important policy communications that will significantly affect 
the future electricity market. Whilst there is some expectation of an increased policy focus towards 

the 3D framework, upcoming decision could also further frustrate change in these areas. The table 

below summaries key upcoming UK policy announcements. 

Policy 
announcement 
and date 

How it might affect policy development 

Smart Systems 

and Flexibility 

Plan (August 

2017) 

Many renewable and smart energy industry participants have welcomed the 

announcement of the government’s plans to enable a smart, flexible energy system.  

However, commentators have pointed out that it ‘reads like a to do list’, with many 

decisions to be fully articulated and implemented. 

Helm Review (To 

be released end 

of October 2017) 

The UK Government announced a review of the electricity market in August 2017 to be 

undertaken by Professor Dieter Helm, who will make recommendations about how to 

deliver affordable energy during major changes to the UK power system.  Concerns have 

been raised over Professor Helm’s previous criticisms of certain renewable energy 

technologies and preference for gas, although he has recently communicated positively 

around the opportunities offered by ‘digitalisation, electric transport and smart and 

‘decentralised systems.’ 

UK Clean Growth 

Plan (Autumn 

2017) 

After a series of delays, the UK Government is expected to announce its plans to meet the 

GHG emission targets set under the UK’s 5th carbon budget in Autumn 2017.  In 

September, UK climate change minister Claire Perry stated that a ‘very broad’ strategy 

which will make ‘historic’ progress in furthering renewable energy. 

UK Industrial 

Strategy White 

Paper (Autumn 

2017) 

The UK Industrial Strategy, due early 2018, is likely to have big implications for the future 

of the electricity sector.  The UK government’s January 2017 green paper on the issue 

covered the need to deliver affordable, clean energy as a major focus, with the delivery of 

smart grids being a significant aspect of future UK infrastructure upgrades. 

Targeted Charing 

– Ofgem 

Significant Code 

Review (2017-

onwards) 

In August, Ofgem launched a Significant Code Review, to examine how transmission and 

distribution generation are treated in electricity code charging rules and how this affects 

the development of the energy system.  Whilst ‘some’ respondents to an initial 

consultation asked for a focus on reviewing specific ‘embedded benefits’ for distributed 

generation, ‘a significant proportion’ asked for a wider, holistic review.  Ofgem has left 

open the opportunity for ‘transformational change’, alongside incremental updates, to 

adjust to changes in the sector whilst protecting consumers from increasing costs.  

 

https://www.solarpowerportal.co.uk/news/smart_systems_and_flexibility_plan_the_industry_responds
https://www.ft.com/content/6d1c8b0e-706f-11e7-aca6-c6bd07df1a3c
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/independent-review-to-ensure-energy-is-affordable-for-households-and-businesses
https://www.carbonbrief.org/depth-challenges-facing-dieter-helm-energy-cost-review
https://www.businessgreen.com/bg/feature/3015266/helm-review-sparks-hopes-and-fears-for-clean-energy-industry
https://www.cleanenergynews.co.uk/news/transport/climate-minister-teases-very-broad-clean-growth-strategy-that-could-be-days
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/building-our-industrial-strategy
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/targeted-charging-review-significant-code-review-launch
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/system/files/docs/2017/08/tcr_scr_launch_letter.pdf
https://www.cleanenergynews.co.uk/news/storage/ofgem-outlines-holistic-approach-to-future-energy-regulation
https://www.cleanenergynews.co.uk/news/storage/ofgem-outlines-holistic-approach-to-future-energy-regulation
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Corporate Influence Over Policy 
Corporate influence of policy and regulation is of particular concern to investors and other 

stakeholders in the UK electricity sector as: 

 The sector is heavily driven by policy and regulation. 

 The Big Six and the National Grid have an inherent advantage as incumbent operators with 

substantial resources in a sector with high barriers to entry.  

 The sector’s close relationship with Ofgem in formulation of codes and norms is crucial to 

implementation of high-level policy. 

In aiming to achieve the dilution of the original ambitions of UK government policy, some of which 

were outlined in the previous chapter, the incumbent operators and their representatives deploy two 
key arguments which tend to permeate all policy influencing methods noted below and when pushing 

back on regulatory changes which they do not desire. 

 The regulatory changes will result in higher energy prices for consumers and industry, resulting in 

inflation and loss of competitiveness for UK business. 

 The regulatory changes will result in a threat to ‘keeping the lights on’ - i.e. the potential for 

power shortages. 
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Evidence used to illustrate how the incumbent operators deploy these tactics is archived on the 

InfluenceMap website and assessed fully in the scoring of the companies outlined in the next chapter. 

 

Capturing of the Public Narrative  

A key way the corporate sector influences policy is through crafting the narrative on a particular topic, 

which is then communicated through the popular, business and specialist media.  This is facilitated by 

significant PR, advertising and research-funding budgets.  Some common tactics are noted in the table 
below and described in the context of the activities of the UK power sector.   These tactics are used 

effectively by the large incumbent operators as they require substantial resources that are unlikely to 

be able to be matched by other stakeholders. 

Tactic How this is manifest in the UK power sector 

PR and 

Media 

Messaging 

Narratives are communicated through deliberately chosen, receptive public and business 

media.  For example, Centrica, whose carefully considered position on the UK energy mix 

policy raises concerns around consumer costs and energy security regarding renewables, has 

had these positions amplified by media sources such as the Telegraph (see February 2016 

article Centrica urges policy overhaul as it warns of ‘looming gap’ in UK) at strategic moments 

during the policy process associated with the Capacity Market. 

Messaging 

to 

customers 

The Big Six retain 83% of the electricity supply market.  Direct interaction with electricity 

users is a key mechanism for influencing broader public opinion on energy policy.  

InfluenceMap analysis on Big Six messaging explaining energy price rises since 2013 shows a 

clear trend to blame UK energy and environmental policy – 100% broadly referencing 

governmental environmental and social policy as a reason for price hikes, with 50% of these 

referencing low carbon policies.26 

CEO 

Messaging 

The voice of the top management is deployed strategically to convey the narrative.  It is 

particularly effective as it is covered by the media and heard by policy makers.  In the case of 

the UK electricity sector, CEOs have also been vocal on various specific policy issues. For 

example, SSE CEO Alistair Davies has stressed concerns around power shortages to encourage 

continued government support for large natural gas projects.  EDF CEO Vincent de Rivas has 

repeatedly messaged between 2015 and 2017 to suggest that decentralized generation gets 

a ‘free ride’ on the grid and in 2015 wrote directly to Dermot Nolan, Chief Executive of Ofgem, 

stressing the impact renewable energy policies were having on energy prices. 

 

                                                                 

26 A summary of this analysis can be found in Appendix D. 

https://influencemap.org/score/Centrica-Q2-D1-75994f993c77f3fe9a91e5d9bbe74e4c
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-ceaa162b1188e46a6bf94cdff98c0a1a
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-ceaa162b1188e46a6bf94cdff98c0a1a
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-3ddb0f42e7e6d64befb2c7468bb03d77
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-c024f0466dce44441ce58e8f8ec2ba62
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-69a05420b316b471398d6d75731f243b
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The Stakeholder Engagement Process 

Policy and regulation changes in the US, Europe and many other regions are accompanied by a 

process whereby the responsible public entities are obliged to solicit and consider opinions from any 

interested stakeholder.  These consist of consultations processes (with the various submissions made 
public), reviews, public hearings and ‘town hall’ meetings.  For UK electricity policy, stakeholders are 

invited to engage in two main ways; through consultation with UK central government during the 

formulation of key policies and through being party to the technical panels and working groups, 

administrated by Ofgem, that shape UK electricity codes.   

The Central Markets Authority (CMA) investigation into the UK energy market found that the 

complexity and scale of consultation engagement for UK electricity policy restricts effective 
engagement to companies with adequate resources.  InfluenceMap analysis on sample of 

consultation responses on key policy developments between 2015 and 2017 shows that Big Six 

energy companies and National Grid have replied, on average, to around 80% of consultations 
covering key electricity policy issues.  However, a similar analysis of a sample of other companies from 

across the UK electricity sector including companies like OVO Energy, Ecotricity, Drax, Dong Energy, 

showed a lower reply rate of, on average, about 40%.27 

 

Self-Regulation via Electricity Code Governance 

The power sector allows a certain degree of self-regulation by those being regulated through the 
modification of codes outlined in the Chapter Policy Formulation and Implementation.  While the 

processes of code modification are nominally open to all industry and stakeholders, in practise the 

highly technical and time limited nature of intervention opportunities, as well as the formal structure 

of the governance arrangements, means that they are restrictive to smaller market players. 

The primary responsibility in making code modifications for industry participants lies with the 

members to the panels and bodies set up to administrate on the different codes.  Access to these 
panels generally involves election from current members.  Whilst small market players may only have 

the resources to have one employee to cover all relevant electricity codes, large companies may 

employ one person per code - giving them a greater opportunity to respond to, or raise, changes and 
influence the market.   Some panels representatives are formally required to practise their duties 

independently, rather than in interests of their companies, however, the extent to which this is 

achieved has been challenged by energy sector commentators.  Beyond the panels, the work groups 

                                                                 

27 We analysed responses to 11 consultations between 2015 and 2017 covering a range of issues. More details can be found in Appendix D, 
Corporate Influence Data 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications?publication_filter_option=consultations
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications?publication_filter_option=consultations
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and sub-committee’s setup to consult on code changes are also dominated by incumbents, this time 

due to resource constraints and the ability for smaller companies to access expertise and time.28 

To give a specific example of how incumbent influence can be exerted through code governance, 

from the 14 members of the Connection and Use of System Code (CUSC) panel recently responsible 
for administrating over code modifications submitted by Scottish Power and EDF Energy to 

significantly reduce the level of payments to distributed generators, 9 come from the National Grid, 

the Big Six and trade association Energy UK.29  Remaining members include other large, transmission 
connected asset owners Drax and First Hydro.   Whilst holistic reform of network charging 

arrangements is generally seen as necessary across the industry, the focus and severity of the cuts to 

distributed energy generation has been criticised by Renewable Energy Association Chief Executive 
Nina Skorupska for endangering the deployment of small scale generation and energy storage plants, 

whilst Tim Rotheray, director of the Association for Decentralised Energy, argued that the decision did 

not reflect the position of the industry at large. 

 

Private Meetings  

In parallel with official stakeholder consultation processes, companies with vested interests in a policy 
or regulatory change make concerted efforts to arrange private meetings with key policy makers to 

make their case.  As with public messaging campaigns, due to the costs, organisations with access to 

significant resources have an advantage in this lobbying activity.  Stakeholders representing civil 
society (e.g. NGOs) or independent companies may not have these resources and find it difficult to 

break into an entrenched network which often requires specialist knowhow.  

Due to the complex nature of electricity codes and regulation, it is especially difficult to resource the 
expertise to lobby for or make desired policy changes.  Whilst companies also aim to influence elected 

politicians, a particularly close relationship has developed between large UK electricity incumbents, 

who can resource this expertise, and government employees in charge of writing policy, who rely on 
industry expertise to successfully implement regulation.  Policy makers also rely on experts in specific 

fields, such as electricity storage, and Ofgem has held separate meetings purely for independent 

suppliers.  

To indicate the influence incumbents can exert through private meetings as compared to smaller 

companies, InfluenceMap has analysed official records of all meetings, posted on department 

websites, between officials working for DECC, BEIS and the Treasury between 2015 and September 

                                                                 

28 The governance of industry rules and energy system innovation: The case of codes in Great Britain’, M. Lockwood, Catherine Mitchell, 
Richard Hogget, Caroine Kuzemko, August 2017  
29 We include Energy UK in this group here, and in following analysis, due to its role as primary trade association active in the UK electricity 
market.  All of the Big Six suppliers and the National Grid are represented on Energy UK's board.  Whilst Energy UK has seemingly made 
efforts to support a broader, modernising agenda in recent years, its positions remain broadly aligned with those of the market incumbents. 
A summary of Energy UK's engagement can be found in Appendix C, Trade Associations.   

http://utilityweek.co.uk/news/mafia-like-panel-skewing-network-charging-reforms/1295842#.Wc0o99FryUk
https://www.cleanenergynews.co.uk/news/solar/ruthless-embedded-benefits-cuts-endangering-decentralised-generators-indust
http://utilityweek.co.uk/news/mafia-like-panel-skewing-network-charging-reforms/1295842#.Wc0o99FryUk
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0957178716301266?via%3Dihub#sec1
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2017 and industry stakeholders in the electricity industry.  The records show that the Big Six, National 
Grid and Energy UK 30 met with policy makers over twice as many times as all other companies and 

industry associations associated with the electricity market in this time.  National Grid, Big Six and 

Energy UK meetings also out-numbered meetings policy makers had with all non-industry 
stakeholders, including NGOs, consumer groups, trade unions and academics, on energy and climate 

issues by over one and a half times.  A summary of this analysis can be found in Appendix D, Corporate 

Influence Data. 

 

Trade Associations 
The role of trade associations is critical in the pursuing the above policy influencing activities.   

 It may allow a company not to be directly associated with a particular activity. 

 A trade association stating it has a mandate as representing an entire sector and portion of 

the economy is often more compelling than a single company conducting the same 

influencing. 

It is often the case that a trade association will state it represents an entire sector but assumes the 
positions of its most powerful members who may be most exposed to a certain policy area.  The key 
trade association active in the UK electricity markets is Energy UK.   Details on several trade 
associations active in UK policy advocacy are noted, along with their positions on and level of activity 
in UK electricity market policy in Appendix C, Trade Associations.  

                                                                 

30 The key trade association active in the UK electricity markets is Energy UK.  Its 14-member board includes all of the Big Six and National 
Grid. 

http://www.energy-uk.org.uk/
http://www.energy-uk.org.uk/
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Company Assessments 
Introduction 

InfluenceMap's proprietary method of assessing corporate engagement with policy can be viewed as 

indicators of corporate behaviour.  In highly regulated sectors like utilities, they are indicators of 
management thinking of the direction of the company into the future.  InfluenceMap's methodology 

was adapted to fit with the 3D framework for the utilities sector.  It assesses a range of corporate 

disclosure sources and other evidence points to map out behaviour associated with the influencing 
activities described in the previous chapter.  The companies are assessed against the initial ambition 

of the UK government policies relevant to the 3D framework (as outlined in the table on page 9 of this 

report) and are scored accordingly. The methodology, including the policies considered in the analysis 

to be driving the 3Ds, is detailed in Appendix A, Methodology. 

 

Company Scoring 

The incumbent players each have differing market exposure so an analysis separating out their 

positions on each of the 3D themes is useful.  Further details on the company assessments are in 

Appendix B.  In the table below, an A grade indicates full support of the policy ambitions associated 

with each of the 3D trends (see Appendix A) while an F indicates strong opposing behaviour. 

Company Decarbonisation Decentralisation Democratisation 

Centrica (British Gas) D D C 

E.ON UK E-  B B 

EDF Energy D+ F D 

Npower (Innogy/RWE) D D B 

Scottish Power (Iberdrola) B E E-  

SSE C+ E-  D 

National Grid B C+ B+ 
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Company Performance in the 3D Framework 

Key comments, including leaders and laggards on policies and trends driving the 3D framework are 

noted below.  All evidence is archived on the InfluenceMap website.  Please see the online version of 

this report to access links back to our database for each evidence point referenced.   

 

Decarbonisation 

Incumbent energy companies have engaged with policy associated with decarbonisation with a range 
of differing lobbying positions.  Whilst general support for some policies such as the Carbon Price 

Floor and the Contracts for Difference scheme is observed, companies have also supported reduction 

of subsidies to small-scale renewables, opposed policy maker ambition on coal phase out and have 
sought to secure continued subsidies for fossil fuel generation through the Capacity Market 

Mechanism.  

The analysis indicates that National Grid, Scottish Power and SSE are generally more positive towards 
decarbonisation policy, whilst EDF Energy, Npower and Centrica have a more mixed engagement. 

E.ON UK appears the most negatively positioned towards UK decarbonisation policy overall. 

 

 In consultation with government in 2015, EDF Energy and Scottish Power supported the removal 

of support for solar PV through cuts to renewable feed-in tariffs and the early closure of the 

Renewables Obligation to solar under 5MW.  Centrica also appears to have also supported the 

reduction in feed-in tariff support.  RWE and E.ON UK did not support the cuts.  SSE, EDF Energy, 

Scottish Power have, however, advocated in favour of support mechanisms for other types of 

renewable generation, in particular, on and offshore wind. 

 Of the companies that responded to a BEIS January 2017 consultation on the future of coal 

capacity, only Scottish Power supported increased initiatives to ensure the phase out coal by 

2025.  EDF Energy and SSE opposed further policy measures to aid coal phase out in addition to 

the Carbon Price Floor.    

 In the same 2017 BEIS consultation on coal, RWE opposed ‘technology specific measures’ 

proposed and advocated for market measures like the EU ETS to aid coal phase out.  In a 2016 

consultation with DECC on the capacity market, RWE appears to have supported early capacity 

market auctions to help prevent coal power station closures and in 2017 opposed a carbon 

emission standard for the capacity market. 

http://influencemap.org/evidence/-af029a4de6c855c9e939ee598cc908b4
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-9890ba6aa644cb0d1b690a2235bdbf17
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-7f2ec6afeb145c8958b7e37e11e14b4b
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-fe6b24f4eb3246e6d8e12c8c7063beea
https://influencemap.org/score/Centrica-Q1-D2-45cdb0675694a1b7ab14b76d145e2d93
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-e760f36711c85c17959f641ec35c15b9
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-77a9d5f04aa9b378df517b528ff68b50
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-213a08a2652461dbe346d1d0b84eb911
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-08d8ea9c448a368376d2fa3f5e9ed88b
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-4b73e43e63073c55a6d88fed51086c27
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-0c6e1c422e8e5b2ddf14cce2d7b804c9
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-a6513526801e2d9064dc27eb92848361
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-e7457fdfcbc6662a0f6ca73ca10117d9
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-9beebd0dd5e4c8629b8b552db26df106
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-6a34418d145d4eb310d87932c4cf911b
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-fe6723e24409fe8960e1a44f981dd1f3
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 E.ON UK is the only company to have actively opposed the UK Carbon Price Floor.  In a 

consultation with policy makers in 2016, the company also called a coal ban arbitrary, suggesting 

that other measures, such as the EU Industrial Emissions Directive could aid a phase out.  In 2015 

the company called on policy makers to preserve coal power generation in the UK's energy mix. 

 Companies including Centrica, EDF Energy, SSE and Scottish Power, whilst communicating support 

for a transition from coal to gas,  have also especially advocated the need to support new gas 

generation through the Capacity Market Mechanism.   

Decentralisation 

The analysis shows a significant split in lobbying positions on policy related to decentralisation.  

Oppositional companies have lobbied intensively for changes to energy market and capacity market 

rules to reduce support for decentralized energy generation and storage, whilst advocating increased 

support for large-scale, centralized assets.   

Whilst E.ON UK appears most supportive of decentralisation policy, Centrica and Npower appear to 

have a more mixed engagement.  Scottish Power, EDF Energy and SSE appear to have actively 

opposed a decentralisation policy agenda in the UK.  

 

 Centrica, EDF Energy, SSE have strongly advocated for implementation of the Capacity Market 

Mechanism in a way that ensures continued investment in large-scale, transmission based 

generation options including natural gas, nuclear.  The National Grid also appears to have actively 

supported an ongoing role for ‘conventional’ capacity, including gas and ‘thermal generation’. 

 Relatedly, companies have also sought to radically reduce network arrangements favourable to 

small-scale, distributed generation which have impacted activeness of large-scale generation 

projects.  For example, in 2017, Scottish Power and EDF proposed electricity code changes to 

reduce ‘embedded benefits’ that were supported by SSE and Centrica.  E. ON UK, as well as RWE 

subsidiary Innogy did not support the changes.  However, RWE Supply and Trading, did support 

the reductions. 

 Whilst most companies supported measures to reduce regulatory barriers for storage, Scottish 

Power and SSE appear to have also directly lobbied for capacity market rule changes that would 

favour large-scale storage assets such as pumped hydro over small-scale distributed assets, such 

as domestic batteries. 

http://influencemap.org/evidence/-aacb70416f59ef5bfdf25b6c7d4f636f
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-969d2e0a0928b6f1617f6de308ccf463
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-3f9f01420ef8ff9862b4486ff3bbc908
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-30e2bb5eee4a012dc96ab58eff3a260c
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-023f07fe60910e304e24c9ee42022c43
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-44f808f6f56836ebf388ee996cbb8680
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-660c988ebd311db7926c72860678e40d
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-f07ef922b9ffd1cd4ddb357f9aef13c9
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-213a08a2652461dbe346d1d0b84eb911
https://influencemap.org/score/National-Grid-Q2-D2-f433fe03755ea6020f4121b2d4e40de1
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-be30ee4846d7a6350f19f49750e5a8c9
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-64a963c049e5d317ae0eaa3b680e0908
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-f8d457168c46a48ea7b58a734f668c2e
https://influencemap.org/score/EDF-Q4-D3-42fee2356bbd9e958fc56623cb150301
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-f5bc676eec1fbd719e158f583dff1185
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-5b2d177a236a734f7615c8686fe7765c
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-a2da043c603788f8a91fd6ec50e090e9
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-770ac790c3d15b35bac03e87949733a
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-65f400c0dad22860db5ae3c65fe87087
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-237c905a3851287e6a09d47d36c94efe
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-237c905a3851287e6a09d47d36c94efe
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-818afa51c40a41abde9387e3558b3c51
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 EDF CEO Vincent de Rivaz has raised concerns over government timelines for smart meter roll 

out, whilst Npower has blamed price hikes on the scheme.  In 2016 consultation with Ofgem, 

Centrica,  EDF Energy, SSE, RWE Npower and E.ON UK supported delay in the implementation 

process of half-hour settlements, a key step for the programme.  

Democratisation 

The analysis also shows differing company opinions on policy related to Democratisation. 
Oppositional companies have opposed feed-in tariffs and have not supported charging arrangements 

favorable to customer on-site generation or market rules encouraging non-traditional business 

models.  

National Grid appears generally most positively positioned on issues around Democratisation whilst 

Scottish Power is the most negative.  Most other companies have made supportive statements in 

public whilst not supporting Democratisation relevant policies in consultation with policy makers. 

 

 In 2015 consultation on a review of the Feed-in Tarriff scheme, Centrica, EDF Energy and Scottish 

Power supported the reduction in tarriffs.  Scottish Power further stated in a 2017 consulation 

that feed-in tarriffs are not conducive with a ‘cost-effective transition to a smarter energy future’.  

In 2015 consultation, Centrica, however, also advocated for alternative tax-based incentives to 

support community generation.  RWE opposed the level of feed-in tariff cuts, whilst E.ON UK and 

SSE specifically called for community energy projects to be exempty from them.  

 In the 2017 consultation over the government’s plan for a smart, flexiblle energy sysyem, Centrica 

supported measures to encourage on-site generation from customers.  EDF Energy, Scottish 

Power and SSE, however, do not appear to support on-site generation and have called for it to 

pay network charing costs, despite a lack of grid connection. 

 In response to a 2015 Ofgem consultation on non-traditional business models (NTBMs) (a 

category that includes community energy projects), companies including Scottish Power, SSE,  

Centrica and EDF Energy opposed a special set of rules to help encourage such non-traditional 

business models, arguing that it would result in unfair advantages.  

http://influencemap.org/evidence/-3a07b842cc30478e1d59fab464a48610
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-02716907319096989b3afb6f5149dc68
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-a594d48d8f0f125c736af4ed61639389
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-e626261b03375409dd30ebb6f8c13bbc
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-95af7998df87beca81aeef281943ee51
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-ee1516a402b2a4bdf4ba415b26d80dc5
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-c49ad6ac48deb7a0215127bb399a10ca
https://influencemap.org/score/Centrica-Q1-D2-45cdb0675694a1b7ab14b76d145e2d93
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-af029a4de6c855c9e939ee598cc908b4
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-9890ba6aa644cb0d1b690a2235bdbf17
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-9890ba6aa644cb0d1b690a2235bdbf17
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-9c5193ae7efda359852d724a5b50cfb5
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-053d03d35de9149bdf1e0d32d57a6be3
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-88efd23e3697f886b55dd74c9d8fdfdd
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-4f21245b162537d53718a86c7fd5e9d3
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-c270d576070a8df05b0e536f50c69bf2
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-0f7011e82a866be09b9eac0034523c3e
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-fbc730df56a8431b3b1de9dc8243e9e1
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-833767f00710b54c103a6d9fd3039779
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-32be295df2259cd39e0491a0da087a60
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-32be295df2259cd39e0491a0da087a60
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-3679180ff6211b773afba090ee394b89
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-1fb0b5f6b605a73ca4032cf221a5119
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-23688c2a2230fa4df3e3916ac0010d05
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-17771c8ea1832401dc90bd4c56d4191c
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-0299cd9e9369e4ca675dc1a6b15dc6ea
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Misalignments and Contradictions 
Investors are concerned with misalignments between top line statements from a company and its 

behaviour and messaging elsewhere.  This is especially critical in a sector like UK utilities where 

forward policy changes represent real risk.  Key misalignments between company strategy related to 

a 3D transition and their lobbying behaviour on policy related to the 3Ds are summarised below for 

each of the Big Six and National Grid.   

Company Misaligned Behaviour 

Centrica (British 

Gas) 

Centrica’s, CEO, Ian Conn, has been clear about the company’s support for a distributed 

energy system.  The company also strongly supports the capacity mechanism.  However, 

in 2017, it supported an effort to make grid code modifications that reduced revenue 

streams for forms of distributed energy.   

E.ON UK 

E. ON’s UK Chief Executive, Michael Lewis, stated in 2017 that E.ON’s core business 

mirrors ‘global growth of renewables as part of the effort to tackle climate change’.   

However, in 2015 it had also been lobbying against policies to bring an end to UK coal 

generation by 2025, advocating that coal is necessary to help ‘ensure the lights stay on’.  

It also directly opposes the UK carbon price floor, which has been driving the coal phase-

out and in 2016 consultation argued that a coal ban would be arbitrary 

EDF Energy 

EDF is explicit that it intends to become a ‘leader in large low-carbon electricity 

facilities’.  However, inconsistent with this, it has opposed increased ambition from 

policy makers to ensure the phase out of coal by 2025, and in 2015 lobbied for a new 

coal mine.  

Npower 

(Innogy/RWE) 

RWE has supported changes in grid charging arrangements unfavourable to distributed 

energy, although subsidiary Innogy, opposed the changes.  RWE also supports the EU’s 

2030 GHG emissions reductions targets, but in the UK has in 2017 opposed the 

extension of the UK carbon price floor and a proposed focus on the power sector’s GHG 

emissions under the 5th Carbon Budget.  RWE also appears to have supported early 

capacity market auctions to help prevent coal power station closures and in 2017 

opposed a carbon emission standard for the capacity market. 

Scottish Power 

(Iberdrola) 

Despite committing to lead in ‘clean and competitive electricity, modernising electricity 

networks’, Scottish Power has in 2017 supported reductions in the level of subsidy 

support for small scale renewable energy and has also lobbied for changes that will 

significantly reduce small scale renewable energy revenue streams.  The company also 

https://influencemap.org/evidence/-0cd9b481f0744061812942e7915822c9
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-ceaa162b1188e46a6bf94cdff98c0a1a
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-5106dc8cecc289823e12d91bfdc925e3
https://www.eonenergy.com/manifesto
https://influencemap.org/score/E-ON-Q2-D3-df467d9e36f8c768d62df764988bb92e
https://influencemap.org/score/E-ON-Q3-D3-4addfa69638aa0b6b409061e51e17990
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-aacb70416f59ef5bfdf25b6c7d4f636f
https://www.edf.fr/en/the-edf-group/who-we-are/strategy-cap-2030
https://www.edf.fr/en/the-edf-group/who-we-are/strategy-cap-2030
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-790461d315daca4d8c5dc40df30ecdfe
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-65f400c0dad22860db5ae3c65fe87087
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-770ac790c3d15b35bac03e87949733a9
https://influencemap.org/score/RWE-Q3-D3-5319cc205ba115ca80c304223af049fd
https://influencemap.org/score/RWE-Q3-D2-31c01ba4a75c0aa4b52eea8c45f5d30a
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-6a34418d145d4eb310d87932c4cf911b
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-fe6723e24409fe8960e1a44f981dd1f3
https://www.scottishpower.com/pages/about_us.aspx
https://www.scottishpower.com/pages/about_us.aspx
https://influencemap.org/score/Iberdrola-Q4-D3-d394d37e16cacb9f47dc43cb189ff218
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does not support increased powers for Ofgem and the Government to accelerate grid 

transformations towards smart tariffs. 

SSE 

SSE is a leader in actively supporting a decarbonisation agenda, including supporting 

ambitious reforms to the European Emissions trading scheme, GHG emissions targets 

relating to the UK’s 5th Carbon Budget, and lobbying in 2016 for the UK to maintain the 

Carbon Price Floor until at least 2025.  However, its CEO, Alistair Davis repeated 

emphasis on the need to ‘keep the lights on’ to justify new gas power plants, is arguably 

unhelpful to the broader decarbonisation agenda.   

National Grid 

National Grid’s support for distributed energy remains unclear.  Although it has stated 

that energy is ‘clearly moving toward much more distributed production’,  in 2017 it has 

supported reforms to grid codes to reduce payments to distributed generation and its 

CEO, John Pettigrew, appears sceptical about the rapid increase in decentralised energy 

technologies and their proliferation.  

http://influencemap.org/evidence/-9e0fc3605c65dce7ac2e99b1548591ea
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-4342596a98936d7f1a6f948f53af31a0
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-ab37bb01fe86b0accc042423bd21b4a3
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-a5be1a6a127c468dc21330e194ece526
https://influencemap.org/score/National-Grid-Q4-D4-b3c821072837665af5b2844087d6eb27
https://influencemap.org/score/National-Grid-Q4-D4-b3c821072837665af5b2844087d6eb27
https://influencemap.org/company/National-Grid/projectlink/National-Grid-in-UK-Power-Sector-349b29ef23d8d4eec08a3643adc48fe4
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Appendix A: Assessment Methodology 
Using our proven system for scoring corporate influence and positions on key public policy areas, this 

research assesses the engagement of the UK’s 6 largest integrated utility companies with UK power 

policy.  The areas assessed, reflecting the UK energy experts’ analysis of change in the sector, 
correspond to specific UK policy and regulatory items from the last 3 to 5 years. Our scoring has been 

benchmarked against the high-level policy communication, set out by the UK government, in various 

white papers and policies strategy documents list in Chapter 2. 

Energy Policy 
Area 

Query  Name Explanation 

Decarbonisation  

1 Renewable Energy Is the organisation supporting renewable energy 
subsidy schemes (e.g. Feed-in Tariffs, Renewables 
Obligation, Contracts for Difference)?  

2 Fossil Fuel Phase Out Is the organisation supporting policy towards the 
phase out of fossil fuels in the UK power mix? 

3 Climate Change 
Policy 

Is the organisation supporting UK Climate Change 
Policy? (e.g. 5th Carbon Budget and the UK Carbon 
Price Floor) 

Decentralisation 

4 Distributed 
Generation 

Is the organisation supporting policy and 
electricity code arrangements favourable to 
decentralised generation? 

5 Smart Meters and 
Tariffs 

Is the organisation supporting the roll out of 
smart meters and tariffs? 

6 Demand-Side 
Response (DSR) and 
Storage 

Is the organisation supporting policy and 
electricity code arrangements favourable to other 
technologies key to decentralisation (DSR and 
Energy Storage)? 

Democratisation  

7 Community Energy 
and ‘Prosumer’ Policy 

Is the organisation supporting investment & tax 
schemes or exemptions from Feed-in Tariff cuts 
for community energy projects?  Is the 
organisation supporting policy and electricity 
code arrangements favourable to on-site 
consumer generation? 

9 Access to Markets for 
Non-traditional 
business models 

Is the organisation code reform to increase ease 
of energy market access for small and non-
traditional business models? 

 

Company engagement with each item of relevant policy is scored using a general scale of opposition 

through to support, indicated in the table above.  To capture the range of company activities that 

constitute influence on government policy, this research assesses a range of data sources, a full 

explanation of which can be found here. 

https://influencemap.org/page/Our-Methodology
https://influencemap.org/page/Our-Methodology
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Appendix B: Company Scoring Details 
The main points of the company scoring for the Big Six plus National Grid, as outlined in the 

methodology in Appendix A, are noted below.  Hyperlinks to evidence pieces archived and scored on 

the InfluenceMap online open platform are embedded within the table.  

Company Comments on Behaviour under the 3D Framework 

Centrica (British 
Gas) 

Decarbonisation: Whilst Centrica has supported the UK's carbon price floor, it has not supported 

increased ambition for GHG emission targets, especially those related to the power sector. 

Centrica supports a move from coal to gas, but has used policy position papers to highlight 

concerns around energy supply and rising energy prices to advocate support for gas over certain 

forms of renewable energy generation.  In consultations with policy makers between 2015-2017, 

the company has consistently supported the capacity market mechanism and has lobbied for it 

be used to support investment in new gas generation. 

Decentralisation: Despite CEO Ian Conn calling for greater public investment in distributed 

networks, in 2017, Centrica supported changes to the ‘benefits’ for embedded generation 

associated with the grid’s charging arrangements - backing industry led reform suggestions to 

reduce payments to embedded generation, despite also supporting a delayed implementation of 

the changes.  Despite stating support for the removal of  policy barriers to encourage storage in 

2016, in 2017 Centrica proposed a capacity market modification that would de-rate battery 

storage in the capacity market, potentially harming its ability to compete.  Despite stating 

support for the smart meter roll-out programme, in consultation with Ofgem in 2017 Centrica did 

not support the timelines for the implementation of mandatory introduction of Half Hourly 

Settlements for domestic and small business, suggesting that the costs may outweigh the 

benefits. 

Democratisation: Although in 2015, supporting reductions in to tariffs in the FiT scheme, Centrica 

did advocate in favour of other, tax-based, measures to help support community energy projects. 

Centrica is also supportive of customer use of on-site generation and in 2016 proposed changes 

to the capacity market to insure its inclusion.  However, Centrica does not appear to support a 

special set of rules to help encourage such non-traditional business models, arguing that it would 

result in unfair advantages. 

E.ON UK 

Decarbonisation:  Although E.ON CEO Tony Cocker has blamed renewable subsidies on its rising 

energy prices, over multiple consultations with government in 2015, the company opposed the 

level of reduction for feed-in tariffs as well as the early closure of the Renewables Obligation for 

solar under 5MW and onshore wind.  Despite advocating support for the UK's GHG emission 

reduction targets, E.ON  but has actively opposed the UK carbon price floor and does not appear 

to support policy measure to ensure the removal of coal in the energy mix.  In 2017, E.ON UK has 

http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-supporting-a-carbon-tax-8f60ada2caa1e51ea9c8438a5f9050ec
https://influencemap.org/score/Centrica-Q3-D1-ccb3a160820fa2251d34f0abda3140b2
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-7342088f9b42d8c7db634b76f015fe8d
https://influencemap.org/score/Centrica-Q2-D1-75994f993c77f3fe9a91e5d9bbe74e4c
https://influencemap.org/score/Centrica-Q1-D1-69c35e204402b06dfa5e69ea3d84da89
https://influencemap.org/score/Centrica-Q2-D2-660648cee39c9b396c76465202cf7986
https://influencemap.org/score/Centrica-Q2-D3-38af2e4fd121ab8d0a609d78606005c8
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-0cd9b481f0744061812942e7915822c9
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-5b2d177a236a734f7615c8686fe7765c
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-5106dc8cecc289823e12d91bfdc925e3
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-d51ba058667a587b703673e82341fd0a
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-1b3c313bf98c14f7fc8fe78d99c9f971
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-591f256a25e45568339c68eb4ad24b49
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-59cef4679c9700cac13392dcccc4a31d
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-a594d48d8f0f125c736af4ed61639389
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-053d03d35de9149bdf1e0d32d57a6be3
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-fbc730df56a8431b3b1de9dc8243e9e1
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-17771c8ea1832401dc90bd4c56d4191c
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-2ab26a85b2f5428457703b5ace6dc994
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-503f9cac819bc4f7ad60b71265c8872d
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-77a9d5f04aa9b378df517b528ff68b50
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called for support for wind generation through a ‘subsidy free’ Contracts for Difference 

mechanism to support to promote UK wind generation.  However, E.ON UK remains the only 

company analysed to have actively opposed the carbon price floor.  In 2015, it called on policy 

makers to preserve a place for coal power generation in the UK's energy mix and, in consultation 

with government in 2016, the company opposed a coal ban as ‘arbitrary’, suggesting instead that 

a coal phase out could be managed by strengthening environmental standards such as the EU 

Industrial Emissions Directive.  

Decentralisation:   E.ON appears to be generally supportive of policy supporting distributed 

generation and opposed the severity of proposed reductions in 'embedded benefits' in 

consultation with Ofgem in 2016.  The company has also messaged in favour of better treatment 

for technologies such as DSR and storage under the UK grid charring system and in relation to the 

capacity market.  E.ON has supported the extension of government powers to ensure smart 

meter roll out but has raised concerns over the proposed time frame for the scheme, as well as 

the implementation of mandatory half-hourly settlement.  

Democratisation:  E.ON has suggested that community energy should be exempt from the 

funding cuts in the feed-in tariff scheme in 2015.  In 2017, the company has called on the 

Government to commit to a level playing field to enable community energy projects can compete 

in the market, although former CEO Tony Cocker appears not to have supported special license 

agreements for small energy suppliers to aid access to the energy market. 

EDF Energy 

Decarbonisation:  EDF Energy has supported UK carbon targets and the carbon price floor but has 

lobbied with mixed positions on other measures to decarbonise the UK electricity sector.  For 

example, in consultation with government in 2015, the company supported the reduction of 

renewable energy feed-in tariffs, as well as the early closure of the Renewables Obligation for 

solar under 5MW.   In the same year, EDF Energy CEO Vincent De Rivaz wrote directly to Dermot 

Nolan, Chief Executive of Ofgem, stressing the impact of the Renewables Obligation and Feed-in 

tariffs were having on energy prices.  EDF Energy has, however, advocated in favour of support 

for other types of renewable energy, for example in 2015 wrote to DECC arguing against the 

removal of support to onshore wind under the Renewables Obligation.  In 2017, EDF Energy 

stated support for the Contracts for Difference Scheme, along with a carbon price, as the best 

way to ‘bring forward low-carbon generation’.  However, the company has opposed extra 

measures to ensure a swift phase out of coal in consultation with BEIS in 2017, advocating 

instead that it be phased out gradually.  In 2015, EDF energy directly lobbied Northumberland 

County Council to support a new coal mine arguing that it 'will remain important as we transition 

to a lower carbon economy’.    

Decentralisation: EDF has lobbied negatively on policy around decentralisation. EDF Energy has 

repeatedly called for reform of network charging arrangements to reduce payments to 

embedded generation to remove what it considers to have unfair advantages and in 2016 

submitted a code reform to reduce payments to small generators with capacity market contracts. 

Whilst stating support for the removal of regulatory barriers to support storage technologies, 

http://influencemap.org/evidence/-b6c1b3e4129996ced5f9c39bf76bba7e
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-7bbc8c7a63241b3bd0684cbb4fe9d372
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-969d2e0a0928b6f1617f6de308ccf463
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-969d2e0a0928b6f1617f6de308ccf463
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-aacb70416f59ef5bfdf25b6c7d4f636f
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-9435cd83aeed9ae1c11eec6b80d7c6e0
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-cd5874987871f57478c01155b4083ca1
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-8ab5a730416cb977c1dbf2cdd777c573
https://influencemap.org/score/E-ON-Q6-D2-db6330720d0f19c378713686b5ebe1b6
https://influencemap.org/score/E-ON-Q5-D2-674dd7622e9adc5c276ce4d279341cff
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-c270d576070a8df05b0e536f50c69bf2
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-443346cbbe595283f32077eaec6cbe50
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-d7baceae9dcd6bc653d48cd3682873c3
https://influencemap.org/score/EDF-Q3-D2-d2b3d6f120457752ebe89ebe7fd42822
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-af029a4de6c855c9e939ee598cc908b4
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-7f2ec6afeb145c8958b7e37e11e14b4b
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-69a05420b316b471398d6d75731f243b
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-08d8ea9c448a368376d2fa3f5e9ed88b
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-f92f66072ddd4413a622708c46201b32
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-a6513526801e2d9064dc27eb92848361
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-790461d315daca4d8c5dc40df30ecdfe
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-50782ce8f14fc11ace645293b3a81da0
https://influencemap.org/score/EDF-Q4-D4-8c241ef3b60de00e28448c8b48f34109
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-64a963c049e5d317ae0eaa3b680e0908
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-d97270f7253478a6963e8ad664cd2407
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EDF Energy has argued to government that it should not directly subsidies any particular 

technology and in 2017 submitted a capacity market modification proposal that would de-rate 

battery storage in the capacity market, potentially harming its ability to compete.  EDF Energy, 

including CEO Vincent De Rivaz, has stressed the impact of the smart metering programmes on 

energy prices and appears to have raised concerns around the timelines for smart meter roll out.  

EDF Energy has also called on Ofgem not to ‘rush the change process’ to mandatory Half-Hourly 

Settlement and has not supported an extended role for in aiding the roll out of smart meters and 

tariffs, advocating that the later be left to market participants.   

Democratisation:  EDF energy commented positively on the need for community energy projects 

in the 2017 consultation with Ofgem on a smart, flexible energy system, however, also stressed 

the continued importance of a centralised transmission system.  Previously EDF Energy has not 

supported separated market arrangements to support non-traditional business models.  The 

company also appears to have supported 2015 reductions in feed-in tariffs and has repeatedly 

stressed the costs of the programme.  EDF Energy generally appears to not support policy 

encouraging customer on-site generation and stressed the need for such generation to pay 

network charges in a 2017 consultation with Ofgem on a smart, flexible energy system. 

Npower (Innogy/ 
RWE) 

Decarbonisation:  Npower and RWE have generally supported renewable energy policies and 

have called specifically for increased support for technologies such as onshore wind.  In 

consultation with the Government in 2015, RWE opposed the level of feed-in tariff cuts, as well 

as the early closure of the Renewables Obligation to solar under 5MW and onshore wind.  

However, RWE appears to have opposed other measures to help decarbonise the electricity 

sector.  For example, the company did not support increased measures to aid the phase out of 

coal by 2025 in consultation with policy makers in 2017, arguing that this should be left to market 

mechanisms such as the EU ETS.  Despite not supporting the setting up of the capacity market 

originally in 2011, in a 2016 consultation supported the running of an early capacity auction to 

help prevent power station closures ‘due to worsening economic circumstances faced especially 

by coal fired plants’.  In 2017, RWE opposed a proposed capacity market modification to apply 

carbon emission standards.  Further evidence suggests that RWE  does not support the 

continuation of the Carbon Price Floor, and has, in the past, has advocated against the power 

sector being the primary focus on emission cuts under the 5th carbon budget.   

Decentralisation: Npower appears to have a mixed position on decentralisation policy. Although 

Npower parent company Innogy did not support changes to charging arrangements to reduce 

payments to distributed generation, ultimate parent RWE, supported the changes.  Npower 

appears to not support a policy focus on small-scale electricity storage such as battery storage 

and, in consultation with Ofgem over government plans for a smart, flexible energy system, did 

not support measures that may support storage such as ‘queue jumping’ and network costs 

exemptions.  However, RWE and Npower has communicated positively about enabling increased 

demand-side response through capacity market auctions.  Despite appearing to message 

positively on smart meter on their website, Npower has also publicly blamed government 

http://influencemap.org/evidence/-b2a939db12aef9852c531761f2eaf642
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-7886161c4d13f8dfa8f20e8d92f7f360
https://influencemap.org/score/EDF-Q5-D3-8ba6fc607da46b6e02524c9eae404ef5
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-e626261b03375409dd30ebb6f8c13bbc
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-8fabcc1897aebbfafc5659d53c2a7909
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-fa048f1fbe2e0ac1d6953c8d2205f122
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-0299cd9e9369e4ca675dc1a6b15dc6ea
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-0299cd9e9369e4ca675dc1a6b15dc6ea
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-698a955112585ebb4208ada77e6fe1f8
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-833767f00710b54c103a6d9fd3039779
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-0424dbf20ff72bfe12136c2a5fd0cd1b
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-e760f36711c85c17959f641ec35c15b9
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-fd7270939358be15ce97088f56b79bda
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-9beebd0dd5e4c8629b8b552db26df106
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-6a34418d145d4eb310d87932c4cf911b
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-fe6723e24409fe8960e1a44f981dd1f3
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-cee66fd81eb0d86df289a18cb5d35889
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-d162ce7ef22b9cfda24c4a6c7ff15123
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-eb109191ff4362b1ec40c20eae0ac7be
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-4713f551959c90d8ec3574eb1dc5495e
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-65f400c0dad22860db5ae3c65fe87087
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-060c2af6ff0e6c87326e99c51bb19afa
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-277972bcc62a8a8d2fd8133f10c55c48
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-0a800902863dc9eff5f7383cda745b1d
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-099d7e8e06ca0d2d3aaffac6b2666a56
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-099d7e8e06ca0d2d3aaffac6b2666a56
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-1f48ee8b2da70933d3b9cf5551f0254b
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-9e769f8918756d92e07b6cdb2952b851
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-8581627100c23a7134ecec2d0a6793e6
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-13c5aefa0bd4c48ac49c7ce2489258ee
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initiatives to roll out smart meters on their energy price rises and RWE has not supported 

proposed timescales for the mandatory implementation of half-hourly settlement.  

Democratisation:  RWE Npower appears to have been broadly supportive of policy related to 

democratisation. In 2015 it generally supported measures to increase market access to non-

traditional business models, although not at the expense of traditional business models.  The 

company also stated its opposition to the level of subsidy cuts for small scale renewable projects 

through the FIT scheme. In 2016, RWE supported the use of customer on-site generation by 

demand-side response aggregators who want to compete in the capacity market and transitional 

arrangement.  

Scottish Power 
(Iberdrola) 

Decarbonisation:  Scottish Power has supported strengthening the UK carbon price floor and in a 

2017 consultation supported policy maker initiative to ensure the phase out of coal from the 

energy mix by 2025.  The company has lobbied positively on support for certain types of 

renewable generation. For example, the CEO of its subsidiary, Scottish Power Renewables, Keith 

Anderson has strongly promoted government policy on wind generation, particularly onshore.  

However, the company however, appears opposed to support for small-scale renewable 

generation, arguing in 2017 consultation against such support because ‘decentralised small-scale 

generation is generally less cost effective than large-scale generation’.  In 2015, the company 

appears to have supported reductions in feed-in tariffs and the closure of the Renewables 

Obligation for solar under 5MW.   Whilst advocating for reforms to the capacity market to ensure 

capacity such as coal and diesel is disadvantaged, Scottish Power has strongly advocated for its 

use to support new gas generation.  In 2016 the Scottish Power supported early capacity 

auctions, seemingly to ensure against power plant closures, and CEO Keith Anderson has publicly 

advocated for more support for gas through the UK capacity market to keep the lights on.  

Decentralisation: Scottish Power appears to have actively opposed policy encouraging greater 

decentralisation.  The company has directly advocated for changes to market arrangements 

favourable to decentralised generation and has tabled grid change modifications to reduce the 

payments available to embedded generation through network charging arrangements.  The 

company also does not to support policy aiding small-scale storage, has lobbied against what it 

sees as ‘hidden subsidies’ for domestic storage technology and has proposed changes to the 

capacity market that would de-rate battery storage in the capacity market, potentially harming 

its ability to compete, whilst favouring pumped hydro storage.  Scottish Power does appear to 

have been generally supportive of the government’s efforts to roll out smart energy meters.  

Democratisation: Scottish Power has also opposed policy related to democratisation. The 

company appears to have supported cuts to feed-in tariffs in 2015 and has since continued to 

oppose the scheme in consultation with policy makers, arguing that small-scale generation is less 

efficient than large-scale generation.  In a 2015 consultation with Ofgem, Scottish Power did not 

support a special set of rules to help encourage such non-traditional business models, arguing 

that it would result in unfair advantages. The company also does not appear supportive of on-site 

customer generation and, in consultation with Ofgem over the government’s plans for a smart 

https://influencemap.org/evidence/-ee1516a402b2a4bdf4ba415b26d80dc5
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-228b17a8cd96327dc587c7404c8483d1
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-4f21245b162537d53718a86c7fd5e9d3
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-b4e7a9814ce25c69c921e4120ac34013
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-7f067e7fba6848570f4fd5fe6b517db9
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-9c5193ae7efda359852d724a5b50cfb5
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-9890ba6aa644cb0d1b690a2235bdbf17
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-fe6b24f4eb3246e6d8e12c8c7063beea
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-c1c05f2775cd8920db82ddd51c8af957
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-44f808f6f56836ebf388ee996cbb8680
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-3b0ac6a36a48734447a7466978409d27
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-b6e7ea8008bda7755fbe9b305f641969
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-b6e7ea8008bda7755fbe9b305f641969
https://influencemap.org/score/Iberdrola-Q4-D2-e3b3b51f671a4d1b2ad1c834ee4d637d
https://influencemap.org/score/Iberdrola-Q4-D3-d394d37e16cacb9f47dc43cb189ff218
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-237c905a3851287e6a09d47d36c94efe
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-7de64bcd053a342f7d7ff3bf6099d0b2
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-5ac1b036fc3fb41c43f527f860a53627
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-c7ea219f344171068cab057e7bbb9c25
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-9a3bbb01a981532eb8a9ae3e8acf5076
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-3572a1386549761ae87e4fea615faad5
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-1fb0b5f6b605a73ca4032cf221a51197
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-32be295df2259cd39e0491a0da087a60
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flexible energy system in 2017, appears to have suggested it is leading to market distortions and 

advocated for Ofgem to ‘tackle behind the meter technologies’. 

SSE 

Decarbonisation: SSE is broadly supportive of UK decarbonisation policy although with some 

exceptions.  Whilst SSE, including through CEO Alistair Davies, has blamed decarbonisation 

policies for increasing energy prices, it has also advocated in favour of moving the cost of the 

schemes away from energy bills and into general tax policy.  The company has called for better 

planning policies to enable onshore wind but also supports the removal of subsidies for such 

projects, generally appearing to support a ‘stable UK carbon price’ to help transition mature 

technologies away from subsidies.  CEO Alistair Davies has communicated positively on UK policy 

mechanisms to encourage a move away from coal towards gas and wind generation.   However, 

in 2017 consultation with BEIS, SSE did not support increased constraint measures to ensure 

phase out of coal generation by 2025.   

Decentralisation: SSE is not supportive of policy related to decentralisation.  The company has 

been active in proposing reforms of grid charging arrangements to reduce payments to 

embedded generation, believing the reforms necessary to encourage investment through the 

capacity market mechanism into large-scale gas generation instead.   SSE is supportive of large 

scale energy storage but has advocated against policy or charring arrangements that favours 

smaller, distributed storage technologies.  SSE appears to support for the smart meter roll out, it 

has advocated delaying the implementation of mandatory half hour settlement until the roll out 

is complete and does not appear to support increased powers for Ofgem for promoting or driving 

smart energy tariff implementation. 

Democratisation: SSE appears to have a mixed engagement with democratisation policy.  Whilst 

the company has communicated positively on role for community energy, it does not appear to 

have supported  'two-tiered' policy where non-traditional energy models, such as community 

energy projects, are given special licenses to aid energy market access.  However, in consultation 

with government in 2015, SSE messaged positively around community energy and asked for 

special considerations for such projects in relation to feed-in tariff cuts.  However, SSE does not 

appear to support policy favourable to on-site customer generation and has called for changes to 

ensure ‘behind the meter’ generation pays network charges. 

http://influencemap.org/evidence/-43faa05003451700c44d72bfcd3fef6c
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-807c9fe09abe980be5be7fa3ee6aa3d9
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-supporting-planning-rules-supportive-of-renewables-f9bbf78dcd00bacfa4260aab85d461df
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-ef87b42c735eecd980fd285d94b27b07
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-0e1230b4834453e0778be1361af2d29d
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-e7457fdfcbc6662a0f6ca73ca10117d9
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-bcdcb8f3e766ce1f758dfa75299901cd
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-be30ee4846d7a6350f19f49750e5a8c9
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-0c745bafb3b08bd18300cde28ac11073
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-672b673dcccbfc864253f9716e710256
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-95af7998df87beca81aeef281943ee51
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-fcaa591dd28a5c773a8e394fac1ab5ac
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-af1e01915d82e40b3ed983fe3280234b
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-23688c2a2230fa4df3e3916ac0010d05
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-0f7011e82a866be09b9eac0034523c3e
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-3679180ff6211b773afba090ee394b89
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National Grid 

Decarbonisation:  The National Grid has raised awareness over the UK's progress towards 2020 

renewable energy goals in the past, encouraging greater policy action to help meet these targets, 

in particular on wind generation. In consultation with government in 2016 National Grid has 

supported the continuation of the Carbon Price Floor. However, the company has also 

communicated to policy makers the continued need for a broad generation mix, including 'gas' as 

well as 'thermal generation'.   

Decentralisation: The National grid has advocated in favour of a capacity market mechanism that 

supports a 'sensible', decarbonisation transition that balances conventional and non-

conventional generation technologies.  In consultations, the  company has supported changes to 

reduce charging payment arrangements to distributed energy - despite CEO John Pettigrew 

suggesting he supported more 'holistic' reform of electricity market regulation rather than a 

focus on individual issues around ‘embedded benefits’.  John Pettigrew, however, has disclosed 

he does not talk to 'number 10' about rapid increases in decentralised energy technologies such 

as storage and solar because he doesn't believe they will happen.  National Grid has, however, 

advocated in support of policy, including a review of the capacity market mechanism, to 

encourage greater participation of demand-side response technology on the grid, whilst also 

advocating directly to policy makers supporting regulatory arrangements facilitating energy 

storage.  

Democratisation: National Grid appears to have generally supported code charging arrangements 

to encourage NTBS and in a 2017 consultation on a smart energy system with Ofgem, National 

Grid the supported the use of FiT policy to help facilitate renewable generation under 30kW. 

https://influencemap.org/score/National-Grid-Q1-D1-9ba57789ecc8d89d9a85b1a0f9bcbd33
https://influencemap.org/score/National-Grid-Q1-D1-9ba57789ecc8d89d9a85b1a0f9bcbd33
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-7189eff1e430c2eb73391f773d7eeaa7
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-808dd0af9a5ca5f5eac976f079f80a9
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-9dd534b5e48d0c7d003fe598fe8bf16f
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-2d784ff6e1207bbdf64030343acd4190
https://influencemap.org/score/National-Grid-Q4-D2-7d5d112d4e7fc3ac2f53d64fa5ae5a1b
https://influencemap.org/score/National-Grid-Q4-D2-7d5d112d4e7fc3ac2f53d64fa5ae5a1b
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-c8657690b79a8304f53788b8d70fee60
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-c8657690b79a8304f53788b8d70fee60
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-c8657690b79a8304f53788b8d70fee60
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-c8657690b79a8304f53788b8d70fee60
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-dc0c53b919800be6c704dc3e3f06ebcb
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-dc0c53b919800be6c704dc3e3f06ebcb
https://influencemap.org/score/National-Grid-Q6-D2-99bdf837919388109ff8971c67b51b9f
https://influencemap.org/score/National-Grid-Q6-D2-99bdf837919388109ff8971c67b51b9f
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-c7ec18b52e86eeac98427d117bc0c5ce
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-10f466bdbb3e4625b83e971057ac7d7b
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-10f466bdbb3e4625b83e971057ac7d7b
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Appendix C: Trade Associations 
This section details the positions and activity of several trade associations active in UK electricity 

market policy.  Hyperlinks to evidence pieces archived and scored on the InfluenceMap online open 

platform are embedded within the table. 

 

Trade Association Description, Key Members and Policy Activity  

Energy UK 

Energy UK is the largest trade association for the energy industry in the UK, 

representing 90+ suppliers and generators of electricity with a 14-member board, 

which includes all of the Big Six and the National Grid.  In 2016, it appeared to shift 

positions in favour of a decarbonising agenda, supporting the coal phase out, the 

Carbon Price Floor, and criticising sharp cuts in support for small-scale renewable 

generation.  However, in a 2017 consultation it also advocated against any further 

action to phase out coal.  It is unclear whether it supports distributed energy, in 2016 

and 2017 supporting grid reform charges that increased costs and reduced benefits 

for embedded generators to remove market distortions.  It claims to support 

community energy, although in 2013 also opposed support mechanisms for 

community projects.   

The Confederation of 

British Industry (CBI) 

The CBI is a confederation of 148 trade associations and the primary business 

association in the UK, advocating on behalf of 190,000 businesses from all sectors.  

CBI engagements with the specifics of energy policy is limited, however, it supports a 

decarbonisation agenda including the 5th carbon budget and the carbon price floor.  

It has also supported decentralisation through a 2015 report advocating ‘on-site’ 

energy generation as a means of businesses meeting climate goals.  In 2016 it argued 

that any ‘embedded benefits’ rule changes needed to remain ‘fair and proportionate’ 

to avoid damaging certain types of distributed generation.  The CBI also advocates for 

BEIS and Ofgem to do more to support ‘smart flexible energy system’ to support 

energy storage and demand side response.   

http://www.energy-uk.org.uk/about-us/energy-uk-governance.html
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2016/feb/28/top-lobbying-group-green-energy-u-turn
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2016/feb/28/top-lobbying-group-green-energy-u-turn
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-c8ea6df5e93e7e2ab826dd28a6bca3c4
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-4fd966bc5c99ba685b05be18cff17ed3
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-a8fa3d0e6bcf980e37c82aaf10304aef
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-680d5b7a5aa3c25b6acc023a77a9dd4d
https://influencemap.org/score/Energy-UK-Q4-D3-7fd22b593336b40a4a95d4be939e19c0
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-a6b63c6024bfadbc42d70a541c9b3556
http://www.cbi.org.uk/
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-34ba2e09444951c7a12d37d953fb7b06
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-619b4326887d296f583944d82ee2b42a
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Renewable Energy 

Association (REA) 

The REA represents the UK’s renewable energy industry.  It strongly supports the 

decarbonisation of energy, a carbon price in line with the Committee on Climate 

Change’s proposal, the early phase out of fossil fuel capacity, and has strongly 

opposed the removal of renewable energy support mechanisms in 2015.  It is also 

supportive of distributed generation, and in 2017 opposed Ofgem decisions to 

reduce ‘embedded benefits’ for distributed generators.  Its advocacy also supports 

the democratisation of energy, including for new technologies and market 

arrangements that would support competition from non-traditional business sources. 

In 2015, REA also publicly highlighted the negative impacts that changes to feed-in 

tariffs had on small generation operations, including those in the community energy 

sector. 

The Association for 

Decentralized Energy 

(ADE) 

The ADE has a varied membership of just over 100 local authorities, NGOs, small 

companies and major corporations.   The ADE opposed short-term changes to reduce 

payments to embedded generation in 2017, arguing that the code modification 

process does not adequately reflect the breadth of policy opinions from industry.  It 

has campaigned around the treatment of DSR and storage in the electricity and 

capacity market, promoting a greater role for both.  Whilst the ADE has not strongly 

lobbied on renewable support programmes, it has advocated against a capacity 

market that favours centralised fossil fuels assets such as coal.  The ADE appears to 

support a role for small-scale fossil fuel assets, such as diesel and gas.  It has also 

supported a move towards increasing low-carbon options whilst phasing out the 

prominence of diesel generators in the capacity market.  

Community Energy 

England 

Community Energy England represents the community energy sector and has 125 

members. Community Energy England has opposed policy changes that have 

challenged the viability of the community energy sector, including reductions in feed-

in tariffs, the removal of feed-in tariff pre-accreditation, as well as the removal of tax-

relief and investment schemes.  It then advocated for the reintroduction of these 

various support mechanisms. The group lobbied for changes to wind turbine planning 

rules, whilst supporting community energy projects as a way of fulfilling the UK 

climate commitments.   

https://www.r-e-a.net/membership/directory
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-c1dacc6520536e7fb0367349adb864f4
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-421aa0d280714398b7b05bef78788bd
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-ee251de937bcfc84f536ad70f19b79ed
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-528e999dd63f295c4248192615c68032
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-cbfcd7bd9ae7c3a7d9d9df026eb4e57b
https://influencemap.org/score/Renewable-Energy-Association-REA-Q7-D1-0ccc0735c09796504bd7366d58e024c4
https://www.theade.co.uk/members
https://communityenergyengland.org/pages/board-members
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Appendix D: Corporate Influence Data 
The table below summarises an analysis of meeting records disclosed by the UK government departments responsible for implementing UK climate and energy policy 

between 2015 and 2017.  All data taken from government departments websites that are linked in the  table headers.  The analysis is limited to meetings that are recorded 

by that department to be relevant to climate, energy, and electricity issues.  A single meeting containing multiple stakeholders from same group is counted as one meeting 

for that group.  Data for Ofgem meetings is not made publicly available. 

Group 
Number of Meetings by Department and Date 

DECC (2015-2016) BEIS (2016-2017) Treasury (2015-2017) Total 

National Grid, Big Six and Energy UK 117 35  14  166 

All other companies active in the electricity market and 
relevant trade associations 

55  12  7  74  

All non-industry stakeholders (Non-profits, Consumer 
Groups, Trade Unions, and Academics) 

55  49  11  104 

The table below summaries the membership of the panels and boards that administrate changes to key UK electricity codes.  It shows the % membership held by UK 
electricity market incumbents and the primary trade association, Energy UK, in comparison to other key stake holders in the electricity market (MRA board data unavailable). 

Group  
Electricity Code Panels / Boards  

MRA BSC DCUSA CUSC D Code Grid code SEC Average 

National Grid, Big Six and Energy UK - 14% 50% 64% 22% 52% 27% 38% 

All other electricity generators, suppliers and for-profit 
service providers (excludes network operators) 

-  21% 20% 14% 0% 24% 36% 
19% 

All other network operators - 7% 30% 7% 78% 5% 0% 21% 

Consumer Representatives & Non-profits -  14% 0% 7% 0% 0% 18% 7% 

Others (Ofgem officials, consultancies, code companies) -  43% 0% 0% 19% 19% 18% 15% 

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/decc-ministerial-gifts-hospitality-meetings-and-travel
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/beis-ministerial-gifts-hospitality-travel-and-meetings
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/hmt-ministers-meetings-hospitality-gifts-and-overseas-travel
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The table below summarises an analysis of Big Six messaging on their decisions to raise their energy prices between 2013 and 2017, showing the reasons given for price 
increases that were relevant to government policy.  Although other reasons are also given by companies, it can be seen that every press release referenced government 
environmental and social policy in some way.  Further to this, around 50% referenced low-carbon energy policies as a reason for energy price hikes.  

  

Company 

Price hike 
announcement 

date 

Government policy type referenced when explaining 

price hike 

Renewable 
energy policy 

Low-carbon 
energy policy 

Environmental & 

social policy 

Centrica (British Gas) 
01/08/2017    

17/10/2013    

EDF Energy 
12/04/2017    

12/11/2013    

E.ON UK 
07/03/2017    

06/12/2013    

Npower (Innogy/RWE)  
03/02/2017    

21/10/2013 
 

   

Scottish Power 
10/02/2017    

24/10/2013    

SSE 

10/03/2017 
 

   

10/102013 
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The table below shows a sample of key consultations between 2015-2017 each of the UK electricity market incumbents have replied to as compared to a sample of other players in the 
electricity market.  It shows that the National Grid and the Big Six energy companies have responded, on average to around 80% of key consultations, where as other companies responded on 
average to much less, around 40%.  Data analysed was taken from the websites of the authority responsible – Ofgem, The Climate Change Committee and the House of Commons Energy and 
Climate Change Committee.  Consultation response data to DECC and BEIS consultations relevant to the electricity sector is not made publicly available and, despite being requested through an 
FOI request, was not made available by time of publishing.   

*Each consultation title is linked to the consultation webpage. 

Company 

Authority responsible, consultation name and date 

%  
answered 

Ofgem 
The Climate 

Change 
Committee 

The House of Commons Energy and Climate Change Committee 

Non-
traditional 
business 
models (Feb 
2015)* 

Consultation 
on 
mandatory 
half-hourly 
settlement 
(Nov 2016) 

Smart, 
Flexible 
Energy 
System - a 
call for 
evidence 
(Nov 2016) 

Open letter on 
charging 
arrangements 
for embedded 
generation 
(December 
2016) 

Embedded 
Benefits: 
Consultation 
minded to 
decision 
(March 
2017) 

The fifth 
carbon 
budget -call 
for evidence 
(December 
2015) 

Investor 
confidence in 
the UK 
energy 
sector 
(March 
2016) 

Setting the 
fifth carbon 
budget (April 
2016) 

Pre-legislative 
scrutiny of 
the 
Government's 
draft 
legislation on 
energy (May 
2016) 

Low carbon 
network 
infrastructure 
(June 2016) 

The energy 
revolution 
and future 
challenges for 
UK energy 
and climate 
change policy 
(October 
2016) 

Centrica            73 
EDF Energy            100 
E.ON UK            73 
RWE Npower (& Innogy)            100 
SSE            73 
Scottish Power            81 
National Grid            73 
Co-operative Energy            9 
First Utility            18 
OVO Energy            27 
Good Energy Ltd            64 
Ecotricity            36 
Inter-gen            9 
Dong Energy            54 
Drax            64 
UK Power Reserve            27 
UK Power Networks            54 
Northern Power Grid            64 
Western Power Distribution            36 
Western Power Distribution            36 

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/consultation-mandatory-half-hourly-settlement-aims-and-timetable-reform
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/consultation-mandatory-half-hourly-settlement-aims-and-timetable-reform
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/consultation-mandatory-half-hourly-settlement-aims-and-timetable-reform
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/consultation-mandatory-half-hourly-settlement-aims-and-timetable-reform
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/consultation-mandatory-half-hourly-settlement-aims-and-timetable-reform
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/consultation-mandatory-half-hourly-settlement-aims-and-timetable-reform
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/smart-flexible-energy-system-call-evidence
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/smart-flexible-energy-system-call-evidence
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/smart-flexible-energy-system-call-evidence
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/smart-flexible-energy-system-call-evidence
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/smart-flexible-energy-system-call-evidence
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/smart-flexible-energy-system-call-evidence
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/smart-flexible-energy-system-call-evidence
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/responses-our-july-open-letter-charging-arrangements-embedded-generation
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/responses-our-july-open-letter-charging-arrangements-embedded-generation
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/responses-our-july-open-letter-charging-arrangements-embedded-generation
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/responses-our-july-open-letter-charging-arrangements-embedded-generation
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/responses-our-july-open-letter-charging-arrangements-embedded-generation
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/responses-our-july-open-letter-charging-arrangements-embedded-generation
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